What would happen if a president of the International Court of Justice or the International Criminal Court was shown to be close to a government and characterized by diplomatic personnel as a preeminent supporter of specific government interests? In precisely such a case involving the former President of the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia (‘ICTY’) – Judge Theodor Meron – nothing happened. He was re-elected by a large majority of his fellow judges after documents revealing the nature of his relationship with the United States (‘US’) government came to public light. He was also appointed President of the International Residual Mechanism for Criminal Tribunals (‘MICT’) by the United Nations (‘UN’) Secretary-General on 1 March 2012 and re-appointed as of 1 March 2016.

That suggests that it is acceptable and compatible with the function for international judges to seek and endorse government positions and act accordingly on critical issues of their mandate. How does that relate to judicial ethics and the principles of independence and impartiality of judges? If similar documentary evidence surfaces for another judge or president of an international court, will that also be ignored? Who will be responsible for the consequences for the credibility of international criminal courts, the administration of justice, and for efforts to establish the rule of law universally?

1. The First Presidency: WikiLeaks Cables

Elected ICTY judge in March 2001 as a nominee of the first George W. Bush Administration, Judge Theodor Meron has served in different capacities for the US government, including in the contexts of ICC negotiations and the International Court of Justice. Prior to immigrating to the US in the late 1970s, he was a member of the Israeli Foreign Service where his duties included that of Legal Adviser to the Foreign Ministry and Ambassador to Canada and the UN in Geneva. In the Appeals Chamber from the outset, Judge Meron served as ICTY President for several periods.

At the end of 2010, the public was provided with a direct insight into Judge Meron’s first presidency when WikiLeaks published many US diplomatic cables, also from the US Embassy in The Hague. The cables came into focus during his second presidency three years later when Judge Meron’s Appeals Chamber acquitted by majority three senior military and police officers initially sentenced to long-term imprisonment (Ante Gotovina, Mladen Markač and Momčilo Perišić). The release, in a short space of time, of three major war criminals in two of the most important ICTY cases caused a veritable earthquake in the former Yugoslavia and significant legal controversy. In the various attempts to comprehend the reversals, the WikiLeaks cables came under the spotlight.

The cables revealed that, as ICTY President, Judge Meron actively participated in political manoeuvres to remove Chief Prosecutor Carla Del Ponte. He argued in favour of splitting the unified ICTY-ICTR prosecutorial function, shared with the US government internal ICTY...
memoranda, accepted US views, rejected the Chief Prosecutor’s request to publicly oppose interference by US officials and staunchly supported “the completion strategy” through hasty transfer of cases to local courts, the then main priority of a US government intent on closing down the Tribunal. Judge Meron is described in the cables as “a vigorous and strong proponent of the completion strategy” (21 August 2003) and “the Tribunal’s pre-eminent supporter of USG efforts” (7 November 2003); his “initiatives, priorities and concerns track closely with USG thinking” (25 June 2004).

Based on a cable of 7 November 2003, partially quoted here, US Ambassador-at-Large for War Crimes, Pierre-Richard Prosper, met with the President and Registrar of the ICTY separately on 30 October 2003 in The Hague:

2.(C) President Theodor Meron, joined by chief of staff Larry Johnson (American), initiated the discussion with Ambassador Prosper by noting that Chief Prosecutor Carla Del Ponte had placed him under considerable pressure by formally requesting in writing that he condemn publicly U.S. officials’ statements concerning the possibility of Serb courts trying cases such as those involving recently unsealed indictees Lukic, Lazarevic, Pavkovic and Djordjevic. (Note: In an October 22 internal memo, Del Ponte told the President that “the statements made by US officials in the past days are an interference in the work of the prosecution that not only create confusion and uncertainties, but also constitute de facto encouragement for Serbia and Montenegro not to fulfill their international obligation.” She characterized the statements as “a direct interference in the work of the Tribunal and unacceptable.” End note.) See also ref b. Meron said that Del Ponte is “adamant that the next indictees (i.e., those to be indicted before the close of 2004) will be too soon for transfer,” adding that “she may be right.” Prosper, joined by Embassy legal officers and S/WCI intern Shah, responded that the full context of his comments demonstrated that the USG was not trying, in Del Ponte’s words, to “interfere” with the work of the Tribunal. Quite the contrary, he said, the USG principal interest at this stage is the apprehension of Ratko Mladic and Radovan Karadzic. The unsealing of the indictments of the above-named indictees was, in the U.S. view, a huge mistake, undermining the political environment in Belgrade and putting at risk efforts to apprehend Mladic. The arrest and transfer of Mladic would “change the environment” in the region. As a result, once Belgrade has the capacity and credibility to handle such cases, “any or all cases can go back to Belgrade if the ICTY agrees.” He noted further that, even in a situation of transfer to Belgrade, the ICTY retains primacy and “can take back cases if Belgrade doesn’t prove credible.”

3.(C) Meron responded positively to Prosper’s detailed explanation of U.S. policy […] He concluded that, with Prosper’s explanation in hand, he found no need to accede to Del Ponte’s request for a statement. […]

7.(C) Comment: Ambassador Prosper’s meetings, particularly with President Meron, provided an excellent opportunity to advance USG equities with respect to the completion strategy and to convey our support for the consistent efforts of the President and Registrar in this respect. Meron, the Tribunal’s pre-eminent supporter of USG efforts, welcomed Prosper’s articulation of U.S. policy with respect to the transfer of cases for local prosecution and benefited from a detailed understanding of the circumstances that prompted the USG’s reaction to the unsealing of the recent indictments. […] End comment.

2. The Second Presidency: Gotovina, Perišić

Judge Meron was re-elected ICTY President on 19 October 2011, a year after the WikiLeaks cables became public, and again on 1 October 2013. His second presidency will be remembered for the Gotovina and Perišić final judgments with their transparent intent to acquit in disregard of the established facts and the law. They raised serious credibility issues and questions about subordination to outside interests. The second term will also be remembered for the concerns expressed by Judge Frederik Harhoff, which saw him disqualified from a case for bias and ended his judgeship at the ICTY.

An intimidation of where things were heading came in March 2011 at the Perišić closing arguments when the presiding judge asked the prosecutor:

A war began in Afghanistan in 2001 and it is generally known that there are allegations of crimes having been committed at least since 2002 to date. Does that make the commanders of the various NATO armies that are jointly participating in that war guilty of the crimes that are alleged to have been committed and are still being committed like detentions in Guantanamo, in Bagram, in Kabul and all these places?8

The prosecutor remarked: “Your Honour, you are asking me obviously an explosive political question”.7 He had already stated: “General Perišić provided assistance knowing that that assistance was going to assist the VRS (the Bosnian Serb army) and it was likely that that assistance would be used in the commission of crimes”.8

The Gotovina appeal judgment followed, with Judge Fausto Pocar indirectly pointing to extra-legal considerations: “Finally, even if the Majority wished to acquit Gotovina and Markač entirely, one might wonder what

---
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the Majority wanted to achieve by quashing the mere existence of the JCE rather than concentrating on Gotovina’s and Markač’s significant contributions to the JCE. I leave it as an open question”. He concluded: “I fundamentally dissent from the entire Appeal Judgment, which contradicts any sense of justice”.10

Then came Perišić. Initially convicted by majority as an aider and abettor of crimes committed by officers of ostensibly separate Serb armies in Bosnia and Croatia, he was absolved because it was not proved that the massive, critical assistance he for years provided to forces committing grave crimes was not “specifically directed” at the commission of the crimes.

At the first opportunity, the Prosecution asked the Appeals Chamber to depart from the Perišić appeal judgment because “it is wrong in customary international law, it wrongly interprets the Appeals Chamber case law, creates uncertainty and problems, and, maybe worst of all, it undermines the adherence to international humanitarian law contrary to the interests of international justice”.11 The Prosecution argued that “it ignores and misrepresents the Appeals Chamber’s previous judgments which have explicitly rejected the specific direction element”, and “undermines the respect for international humanitarian law” since “allowing persons to engage in conduct they know will substantially contribute to a crime because it is not their specific aim to do so risks undermining international humanitarian law”.12 The judgment, according to the Prosecution, gives rise to two fundamental implications: that the aider and abettor must specifically direct his acts towards a crime or crimes, and that a remote aider and abettor who knows of the substantial likelihood that his acts will assist crimes and whose conduct does, in fact, substantially assist in those crimes will not be considered to have met the elements of aiding and abetting – that is, the element of specific direction:

What is the outcome of this? It means that a remote aider and abettor who both knowingly and substantially contributes to widespread and systematic crimes will escape liability for aiding and abetting. Your Honours, this impunity gap cannot be accepted. And worse, the Perišić appeals judgement appears to contradict any sense of justice”.13

Three subsequent ICTY appeal judgments as well as the last appeal judgments of the ICTR and the Special Court for Sierra Leone reaffirmed that specific direction is not an element of aiding and abetting.14

3. The Harhoff Alarm Bell

Following first instance acquittals under the “specific direction” standard of Slobodan Milošević’s two most senior secret service officials (Jovica Stanislić and Franko Simatović), instrumental in the commission of crimes in Croatia and Bosnia-Herzegovina, ICTY judge Frederik Harhoff shared with friends that he was wrestling with “a deep professional and moral dilemma”.15 The reason: repercussions of the three judgments and a suspicion of political pressure “so that American (and Israeli) military leaders can breathe a sigh of relief”.16 His e-mail of 6 June 2013 somehow landed in a Danish tabloid and from there in the world media. Judge Harhoff wrote that with the Gotovina and Perišić judgments the Tribunal had stepped back and changed direction, voicing “an uncomfortable feeling” that it may have been “under pressure from the military establishment of certain dominant countries”. He wondered if any American or Israeli officials had exerted pressure on the American presiding judge, concluding “we will probably never know”. He referred to “reports of the presiding judge’s tenacious pressure on
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his colleagues in Gotovina-Perišić cases which makes you think he was determined to achieve an acquittal”. Judge Harhoff also mentioned rumours “from the corridors”, that the presiding judge in the Stanišić and Simatović case was under pressure from the President, resulting in a “rush job”.

In reactions to the ‘Harhoff Letter’ the WikiLeaks cables came under public scrutiny. A former legal adviser to the ICTY reportedly said: “The perception among my colleagues is that Meron takes instructions from the US government and that this reigning in of the legal standards – as we have seen with the acquittals – would have implications for the US and probably Israel. And WikiLeaks does not help him”. Most members of the legal profession, however, directed their criticism at Judge Harhoff, not Judge Meron. But there was a rare, differing note at the time that went to the heart of the matter:

Prof. David Crane, an international law expert from Syracuse University College of Law and former prosecutor of the Special Court for Sierra Leone, said the tribunal has to publicly establish the truth or risk an indelible stain on its reputation. “If this type of alleged – and I underscore alleged – manipulation is going on this is really quite problematic; it brings the whole system into question,” said Crane.18

4. Meron: We Will Just Laugh it Off

In April 2013 in Washington, D.C. Judge Meron “reminded” everyone “that acquittals, just as convictions, show the health of the system”,19 and asserted that “my fellow judges and I […] are not and cannot be influenced by any broader agenda nor political concerns”.20 What worried him was the assumption that anyone charged before the ICTY must be guilty simply because of being charged. He added in a later interview: “accountability does not mean that every trial should end in a conviction. If that were true – if the whole purpose of international criminal justice were simply to convict – then we would be living in a world where everyone who stands accused is necessarily and automatically guilty”.21

Upon returning from the UN where he learned of Judge Harhoff’s e-mail message, Judge Meron brushed it aside: “We will just laugh it off”, he told a fellow judge, according to a person who was present. The Tribunal did nothing. The judges, by a wide margin, re-elected Judge Meron as ICTY President for a third time.

Fifteen victim organizations from Bosnia-Herzegovina asked Judge Meron to resign. More than 25 organizations and over 110 individuals from the former Yugoslavia urged the UN Secretary-General “to order a prompt and thorough inquiry” and publicly present its findings to dispel doubts about the fairness of ICTY judgments.22

The executive director of Human Rights Watch, Kenneth Roth, criticized attacks on Judge Meron. He told the media he disagreed with the aiding and abetting ruling, but: “My guess is that the tribunal was trying to narrow the concept of aiding and abetting”, Roth said, “to avoid far right fears in the United States that U.S. military aid would lead to criminal liability if the recipients unexpectedly committed war crimes”.23

5. In Conclusion

As a result, five major war criminals are free, truth has been distorted, justice abandoned, and the Tribunal’s authority and significance greatly diminished. Gotovina is a prominent businessman with a highly publicized personal friendship with the highest Croatian political leaders. He and Markač were appointed members of the National Security Council by the President of Croatia. Upon release from UN detention, Perišić went on national television in Serbia to say he would do it again in the same circumstances. He lamented the injustice done to his family.

Julija Bogoeva has a law degree (summa cum laude) from the University of Belgrade. She was a research officer at the ICTY, a journalist, and one of the founders of an independent news agency in Belgrade.
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